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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

VOLUME 4.

MONDAY EVENING,
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Y
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NUMBER 299

Clarence Ullery, Undertaker, Ambulance Service, Scientific Disinfecting. All Work Attended Personally.
it visited Roswell two nights a year

LIQUOR DEALERS AFTER
BILL

ago. Critical theatre-goer- s
are expecting something good tonight. The
company plays at the Majestic. The
company arrived Sunday morning from
El Paso and is quartered at The

THAW TRIAL
RESUMED

young women. He declared there was
poisoned and ruined a number of
a conspiracy in which his own law
yers were included to railroad him
to an asylum and shut these matters
away from the public.
On the second visit he told the
same story of persecution tiiat he re
lated on the first visit. He referred
constantly to "This man, this crea
ture, this dead man, this beast, this

Phone 75 or

TODAY AT SANTA FE
WITH THE LEGISLATURE

Mrs. Cora Turner is Dead.
Mrs. Cora Turner, iwife of D. W.
Turner, died at eleven o'clock Saturday night at her home just east of
blackguard," and said he tried to de& N. E .passenger station, DIFFERENCES
Have A
New Bills
AMONG THE LAW stroy the virtue of every pure minded Council Met This Morning and a Number
Organization. And Unless Friends o the P. V.year's
illness with lung trouafter a
YERS FOR THE DEFENSE
woman who came within the sphere
Were Introduced and Routine Business Transacted
ble. She was brought here three
Bill Use Every Means They May
SEEM PATCHED UP.
of his observation. "I tried to save
months ago from Chelsea, I. T., for
them," said Thaw, according to Ev
her health, but came too late. Site
the Bill.
ans, "I never wanted to shoot this
was 36 years old, and leaves several
creature; I never wanted to kill him
small children, as well as a husband
I wanted to get him in court so he
and three brothers. The funeral was
would be brought to justice." Evans
GOVERNOR WILL VETO ANOTHER BILL
held at two o'clock Sunday afternoon EVANS AGAIN ON STAND
asked
what
under
him
circumstances
from the home, the service being
he shot White, and Thaw
replied
THEY WILL INTRODUCE A FAKE BILL
conducted by Elder C. C. Hill, pastor
charge
took
This
"Providence
of
it.
of the Christian church, of which or
was an act of Providence. For my
ganization she had been a member
part I would rather, have had him It is Expected He Will Disapprove of the Bill Which Gives the
since childhood. Interment was made
suffer in court the humiliation a revon
Expert
The
Insanity
of
Differ
Tells
in the South Side Cemetery.
Power to County Commissioners of Filling Vacancies in Counent Conferences He Had With Thaw. elation of his acts wovd have causWill Endeavor to Substitute For the
Bill, One
o
ty
Offices. A New Special Tax Levy Bill. Marriage Licenses
Thaw
ed."
told
Evans
that he had
Defendant Told Him a Story of PerCommercial Club Banquet.
Permitting Gambling to be Carried on Behind Closed Doors
gone to see Anthony Comstock, DisInstigated
by
secution
White.
Be Issued by Justices of the Peace. Artesia County Bill
May
The
The Roswell Commercial Club will
Liquor Dealers Desire Passage of District Attorney Bill. Claim hold
trict Attorney Jerome and a private
its regular annual banquet at Killing "An Act of Providence.
Cannot Pass Unler Present Conditions.
Council Adjourns
detective agency in the effort to
the Suppression of Gambling Will Hurt the Schools. A Scheme the Grand Central Hotel at 8:30 to
Until
court. Jerome told
bring
Three
This
When
House
White
into
Afternoon,
Also
Meets.
Devised to Delay all Gambling Legislation Until Congress Ad nigbt. Fine music has been secured
mathim
let
had
the
batter
that
he
a
menu,
with import
delectable
journs and Then Kill all Bills. After Four Weeks Legislature and
ter drop, that there was nothing to
ed cigars, will be provided. Owing
up,
Passes Only One Bill Which Becomes a Law.
New York, Feb. 18. The serious it. The detectives took the matter
to the absence of two or three mem
report.
proper
never
As Special to the Daily Record.
submitted
a
appoint to vacancies in their own
bers who have been called away on differences among the lawyers who to Comstock, he said
that he discovM., Feb. 18. The board.
Fe,
N.
Santa
business, there are yet places for a were engaged to defend Thaw were
ered that De Lancey Nicoll, attorney,
few who have not secured tickets.
Attorney Morningstar, of Lordsburg.
patched
pro- was acting as legal adviser both for council met at 10:20 this morning.
up
evening,
is
last
and
it
Special to the Daily Record.
ition to get along rapidly with the
The journal was approved and rou advocating the creation of Pyramid
regarded
Comstock.
He
White
and
bable that for the remainder of the
county, is here, but has not decided
Child of Bud Fritz Dead.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Feb. 17. The anti- - work in the last half of the session
this as another link in the conspira- tine business attended to. Council to
The infant of Mr. and Mrs. Bud trial there .will be at least armed cy
have his bill Introduced yet. Acwas
The county division bills are ex
47
bill
No.
by
introduced
Sar
gambling bill, which has been considagainst him. He said that he carpected to cut some figure in legisla Fritz died at Lake Arthur Sunday truce among them. For a time it look
Roger gent. It provides that upon petition of tion on the district attorney bill is
on
pistol
a
advice
ried
of
the
ered as certain of passage until with tion in the way of
at least 25 taxpayers of a county the expected soon.
trades and combi morning and was buried at Lake Ar
in a few days past, seems to be in a nations, but not to such an extent as thur today. The deceased was a grand ed as if the trouble bad reached a O'Hara, a Pittsburg detective, after commissioners may
levy a special tax
A large number of citizens of Albustage where D. M. Dehnas, who has thugs had jostled him several times
fair way to be put to sleep.
has been believed in some directions. child of County Commissioner N. J, conducted
not
to
two
querque
exceed
for
mills
bene
the
arrived here this morning
the defense would with and tried to pick a quarrel with him. fit of charitable
The Liquor Dealers' Association
Fritz.
LOOMIS.
institutions.
with the announced intention of workdraw irom the case, but now it ap- He said these thugs were the agents
which was formed last fall and which
Council bill No. 13, providing that ing for the reduction of the salaries
pears that he will go on. Intercession of White, and that ithey planned to
has a large sum of money with which
Base Ball Park is a "Go."
RAILROAD RATES SECURED.
William Thaw is said to be respon get him to quarrel and then beat or justices of the peace mi ay issue mar of county officials and an appropriaof
to light any legislation which is con
Dr. G. T. Veal states that the base
tion for the improvement of the Rio
riage licenses was passed.
sible for patching up the quarrel kick him to death.
sidered Inimical to the liquor traffic, For
ball park and skating rink at the cor
Grande.
Convention
Stockmen's
unPanhandle
The
a
council
recess
took
then
An open rupture among
lawyers
The witness next described the
has shown great activity within the
ner of Main and Fifth streets will would have been very the
Roswell, April 16 ,17 and 18.
A new twist has been given to the
for third visit. He said Thaw practically til three o'clock this afternoon. The
past few days. Hundreds of letters
serious
in
be
for
cattlemen's
readiness
the
San Miguel county county division
The transportation committee of
Thaw, and the realization of this fact refused to have anything to do with house will meet at the same hour.
have been sent out Co liquor dealers
convention, Inspite of the delay that
It is expected that the Governor proposition by the people of the old
in the Territory appealing for assist- the Roswell Commercial Club have Is being experienced In getting to doubtless had much to do with the him and the visit was very brief.
veto this afternoon the bill pro- town withdrawing their petition ag
will
Meyers,
assurances
D.
from
Mr.
L.
difficulty.
superintend
of
settlement
the
ance.
Dr. Charles F. Walker,
work on it.
After an interruption of four days, ent of the State Hospital for the In- viding foi for filling vacancies in the ainst uniting the two towns of Las
The arguments used are calculated traffic manager of the P. V. Lines,
commission- Vegas. THE ARTESIA
COUNTY
the trial was resumed today. Juror sane at Binghampton N. Y., was then county offices
to bring forth liberal contributions that a $5.00 maximum rate from all Spooner Company Leaves Roswell
BILLpoints
Amaon
CANNOT PASS
from
V.
UNLESS
the
P.
Lines
B. Bolton, the death of whose recalled to the stand. When on the ers, on the ground that the commisJoseph
from the saloon men and allied inter
Company
The Spooner Dramatic
ests. The plan is to secure the intro rillo on the North to Pecos on the played "Camille" to a packed house wife caused the postponement of the stand previously he was not allowed sioners should not be given power to THINGS TAKE A NEW TURN.
duction of a bill which, if enacted South, and from points where the at the .Majestic . Saturday night and case and release of the jury from to relate his conversation with Thaw
will not stop gambling, but which will one way rate to Roswell is less than left Sunday afternoon for Carlsbad, close confinement since last Thurs He was recalled to tell these conver
track upon the Louisville and Nashnecessitate that it be carried on be- $5.00 that a rate of one fare for the after a very successful two weeks' en day, was early at the criminal court sations. He told practically the same
ville railroad.
hind closed doors. It is understood round trip would be made. From gagement here. They will remain in building, declaring that he felt per story as Evans, and agreed with Ev
o
points
on
Plainview
the
and other
fectly able to go ahead with the tri ans' conclusion that Thaw's idea was
that such a bill Is now in preparation
REAL ESTATE MEN
go
to
nights
then
and
Carlsbad
five
and that it will be introduced at an Plainview Branch, a rate of $6.00 will El Paso for eight nights. They prom al. During the long adjournment that he was acting as an agent for
FORM LOCAL BOARD.
be made for the round trip. Low rates
there have been many rumors of con Providence in killing White. At the
early date.
After several preliminary meetings,
proba
visit,
Roswell
but
ise
another
will
also be made from all points
flict among the defendant's counsel, conclusion of his testimony, Delmas
Pressure Is being brought to bear
the real estate men of Roswell. or at
bly not before next season.
but at the opening of court today all said he would ' introduce parts of
on the council from the liquor inter east of Amarillo. These rates will be
least the majority of them, met Satsix attorneys who have represented Thaw's will. Jerome said that if any
ests to pass the district attorney bill. announced in the near future.
urday night and organized what they
Robbed.
Saloon
'Oriental
This action on the part of Messrs
were of it was offered all would have to
Thaw during the proceedings,
Liquor dealers are being informed
call the Roswell Realty Board. It is
was
entered
saloon
Oriental
The
that if Governor Hagerman is allow- Turner and Meyers is very much ap early Sunday morning by some un at his counsel table, consulting to go in, as there were elements of hand
formed
against
for
writing, etc., which must be consider
ed to name the district attorneys they preciated by the Stockmen's Conven known person, who broke a window gether as usual.
esthey term "curb-stone- "
what
real
Dr. Brictton D. Evans, superintend ed by the jury. This indicates that COAL BARGES WRECKED IN HEA tate dealers, or men who pay no licwill strictly enforce the Sunday law tion Committee, and there is no doubt in the rear. The burglar broke the
VY GALE OFF MASSACHUSETTS
In regard to Sunday closing, but that but what the attendance will be sat glass in the front of a slot machine ent of the New Jersey State Hospi- Jerome no longer opposes the intro
ense or otherwise work against the
point
re
will.
Plains,
tal
this
At
duction
If the bill now before the council be- isfactory to both Roswell and the rail
Insane
Morris
of
the
at
for
the
interests of the regularly installed and
in
or
ten
dollars
twelve
took
and
upon the stand last Thursday cess was taken until after noon.
come
law, the enforcement of the road company.
officered membership. The dues paid
nickels, but left a sack containing was
when the trial adjourned and was
Sunday law will not be so strict. Up
District Attorney Jerome permitted
are to be used in advertising the Pe$15 In the same machine. He did not
to this time all the plans of Mr. Bur-su- THE PHILHARMONIC OR
recalled today as the first witness. this afternoon the reading of the pro
Valley. Following is the list of
cos
open
containing
machine
another
CHESTRA TO PLAY,
Del mas took the direct examination vision in Thaw's will setting aside
and his friends to get a sufficient
officers and charter members: E. B.
Roswell people may hold themsel about $30 in quarters; neither did he
WRECK
TRAIN
A
BAD
of the witness, thus resuming the po $50,000 for the prosecution of any per
number of votes in the council to ves in readiness for a treat next
Hinsbaw, president; W. M. Hicks, first
week touch the cash drawer and other sition of leading counsel.
pass the bill have failed and the lison who might be suspected of having
vice president; A. C. Wilson, second
all
in
drawers
about
which
contained
quor interests are being appealed to In the form of a musical entertain $600. He was evidently
Dr. Evans was asked to relate the caused his death by violence.
vice president; J. T. Carlton, treasa green hand
ment, to be given by the Philhar
in a last desperate attempt to get the
with Thaw dur
he
conversations
had
urer;
R. H. McCune, secretary; W.
may
go
at
back
business,
the
and
some
monic Orchestra, assisted by
of
needed votes. The efforts of the manM. Hicks. A. C. Wilson and R. H. Mcagain tonight. A revolver is also miss-In- s ing the first three visits to the de- DITCH COMPANIES BOTH
very
the
beat
city.
the
The
talent
of
agers of this bill are not confined to
AGREE; NAME ARBITER.
fendant at the Tombs. The witness
lrom the saloon.
is composed for the most
District Attorney to Inquire Into Fata Cune, executive committee. Members:
reSpring
River
the
North
Both
as
the local liquor interests, but eastern orchestra
had
a
testified
heretofore
that
R. H. McCune, J. T.
part of accomplished musicians and
Train Wreck on New York Central Charles Brown,
Ditch Company and the North
wholesale houses are being appealed all winter
sult of these conversations he had con
Carlton, J. C. Davis. W. M. Hicks. J.
Twenty-tw- o
in
on
Which
Guilty.
Not
Saturday,
Prof.
been
Ruef
has
train
Croft
Pleads
to directly and through their traveling ing
Spring River Center Ditch Co.
that Thaw was Insane. District
B. Trotter, E. A. Finnegan, Kellahin
and harmonizing them in orches
Were Killed and Many Injured.
San Francisco, Feb. 18. Abaraham cluded
agreed to arbitrate the
representatives to assist In the fight.
Attorney
have
Jerome
the
that
demanded
& Calfee, W. C. Fleming, S. Totzek.
tra work until now they have attain- Ruef was compelled by Judge Dunne witness produce his notes, and Dr.
Four Killed by Dynamite.
ditch-tilintroubles on the
Indications now are that any legisla- ed
E. B. Hinshaw, J. D. Bell. R. L.
high
morning,
degree
perfection.
over
a
objection
of
of
This
this
the
plan proposed by the city, and
tor who is willing to further the intEvans explained that what few notes
R. D. Bell, Miss Nell A. Moore,
will be the first regular entertainment his attorneys, to enter his plea in
erests of the saloon men, an--i inci- given
have
named E. A. Cahoon as
he had taken had been lost after he
J. W. Dudley, A. O. Milice, R. H,
organization
and
by
against
new
cases
the
He
the
him.
indictment
dentally to help out Mr. Bursum in
their arbiter. The first named
turned them over to his stenograph
Holmes,
W. G. Hamilton, J. B.
pleaded not guilty.
company agreed at a meeting
er. I imay omit essential details, but
the district attorney matter will be those who have heard its rehearsal
A. C. Wilson.
and
Herbst
that the music lovers of the
I will have to depend entirely on my 5 Saturday evening to arbitrate
able to secure ample remuneration for predict
Highland Light, Mass., Feb. 18.
good on
town
something
will
hear
Best to Plant Now.
memory," said the witness. Here Je
his services.
and named Mr. Cahoon. The
The barge Girard, coal laden, went CUBANS THREATEN WAR
Now is the best time to plant rome objected. VThis
Center ditch company had al- As an argument against the pass- this occasion. The date will be an
witness,"
he
AGAINST UNITED STATES.
today near the Highland Light
ashore
nounced
later.
trees,
begin
to
roots
before
the
age of legislation against gambling
ready agreed to arbitrate
declared, "says he may omit essential
New York, Feb. 18. A dispatch to
saving
grow.
station, and two of her
life
R. F. Cruse has all kinds facts." "What can .he do," replied
the old cry of crippling the school GOVERNOR HUGHES
and met this morning and en
the Herald from Havana says that
cheap.
crew were drowned. The barge will open
dorsed
Mr. Cahoon as their
fund is being set np, and it will be
Justice Fitzgerald, "but give his best
signed threats of war agalnat
MAKES FIRST MOVE.
choice. The city council meets
Do surprise if the legislature not only
memory? That is all that is required
be a total loss.
Albany, N. Y, Feb. 18. Governor
the United States if it does not get
, Mrs. J. Q. Cummins
and Mrs. J. R. by the rules of evidence." The objec
at four o'clock this afternoon
fails to enact any legislation against Hushes served notice todav nnnn Cit
o'clock two out of Cuba are now made by leaders
Shortly after eleven
Ray will give a tea for the benefit of tion was overruled and Evans began
folia - nwtlv !
.
nmhlfn..
in special, session to name
driving of the Liberal party, to whom everywere sighted
to Kelsey. state superintendent of
barges
other
i or an aaaiuonai source oi revenue
the city's arbiter, and these
Insurance, to appear before him at the church building fund, at the res- to relate the incidents of his first vis
two thing has been given by the Amerion
Hill
The
bar.
Peaked
ashore
201
idence
Kentwo are to name a third in a
North
for the schools in case congress should 2:30 this afternoon to give testimony
of the former,
it to Thaw on August 4 last.
can provisional government except
tow
were
in
barges with the Girard
pass a stringent
board that will have the set- law on concerning the condition of the insu- tucky ave., Tuesday, the 19th, from
He said that Thaw told him at
absolute control. The party is insato 10.
failure of the legislature to do any- rance department. This Is regarded
98t2
tlement of the entire matter.
great length that White had drugged,
of the tug Valley Forge. In the heavy tiable and impatient over the delay
thing in the matter. But two weeks as
gale they broke away and drifted tothe ' American
withdrawal, when
the .first step of the governor tow
j wards the shore. Shortly beTore one of
of this congress yet remain, and an
It was promised they would be left
superintendent
ards
the
removal
of
.
leg-keep
will
effort
be made to
the
masters of Cuba. The suggestion of
islature from doing anything; until it of insurance.
A night clerk wanted at The Gilke- o'clock this afternoon another of the the
conservative classes
the
is too late for congress to pass any Mrs. Wyatt Johnson Severely Burned.
son Hotel. Apply at once.
1t barges was thrown on the bar by the American protectorate mightthat betbe
heavy breakers and In a few minutes ter, was
hill In reference to this matter. If
While cooking beans at the John
resented bitterly, and the
congress should adjourn without pass- son ranch southeast of Roswell Satur
went to the bottom. It is believed Liberal papers assert that annexation
TO SUPERVISE LIGHT
ing the LittlefleM bill, the efforts to day, Mrs. Wyatt Johnson was semen
or
were
PLANT IMPROVEMENTS. there
four
at least three
or the formation of a nrotectorata
prevent any . action being taken by verely burned with steam on both
W. H. Gillenwater, of Albuquerque, on board.
would be followed by war.
The moat Important part off
the legislature will be redoubled, and hands and face. The beans were con
Investigating Train Wreck.
home is the Kitchen and
director of the Roswell Electric
anj
o
special
we
make
to
a
feature
it
suwill
it
Light Company, is in the city to
be argued that there will be fined under an
New York,' Feb. 18. District Attor
t
properly fnraiHh this part of
top, and when
A Death From Pneumonia.
the house. There is nothing
no necessity for making provision for Mrs. Johnson pulled off the lid
pervise the setting up of the new ma ney Jerome's office will be represent
t valuable in this connection
Mrs. R. Berreta, aged 59 years, died
an Increased tax to support the steam burst forth with force on the
chinery
a the Kitchen Cabinet. We
and the overhauling that is ed at the coroner's inquiry into the Saturday afternoon at one o'clock at
her
comof
a
line
fine
them
hare
schools should the gambling law fail face and hands. She was brought to
being given, the plant. He is accom wreck of an electric trahi upon the her home in Chihuahua
bining a low price with the
addition, of
possible convenience.
panied by W. H. Wolff, a practical New York Central Saturday evening, pneumonia, after a
of passage, and then congressmen will Roswell at once and placed under the
illness. She
be told next December that it will care of a physician.
engineer, from Dalhart, Tex and May-nar- d when 22 persons were killed, 50 se leaves several grownshort
children.
The
Sold
on
pass
never do to
an
Gunsul, of Albuquerque, former- riously injured and 145 slightly hurt. funeral was held Monday morning
law for New Moxtco. because it would
ly of this company, and Roderick Sto An effort will be made to ascertain from the Catholic
A Good Show For Tonight.
church, and burial
'
Easy Payments.
ver, also of Albuquerque. They will just what caused the rail to be torn was made in the South
close np the schools!
Roswell is to have a one-nigshow
Side Cemetery.
At the end of the fourth week only tonight, the first that has been here,
up and the breaking of a wheel on
be here several days.
o
Call at onr store and let n
one bin passed by the legislature had except tent attractions, in years.
motor.
injured
leading
Of the
four WANTED:
the
talk 'b:tets to job as well
Room and board ra a
a- - other utodeni Kitchen
been signed by the Governor, and It is "A Chase for a Widow," and the
were reported today in a critical con
HARRIMAN TO APPEAR
"OOUsAi.L
MM
nice family, by young married couBEFORE COMMISSION. dition.
that was the amendment to the Jury company has jevery indication and recple. Apply at Record office. , 99t3
tow, passed and signed during the ommendation that, it is first-clas- s
New York. Feb. 18. A subpoena
Four Men. Killed by Dynamite,
in
third week. The fifth week Is likely every particular. The fact that appeals
was served today on E. H. Harriman,
Ky
London,
Feb. 18. Foreman
Most of the "Mondays" in today's
to be mors prolific of results. Com- most as a recommendation for the
calling for his appearance before the Sutton and three; of bis crew were local Hems should read "today."
mittees held session for the consider- show is, that it is managed by A. R.
Interstate ' Commerce- Commission In blown to atoms by a dynamite explo.THE LEADERS,
ation of bills on Saturday and Sun- Wllbnrr who" was manager of the Nathis city next Monday. Harriman ac- sion today at Hazel Patch, in this
A night clerk wanted at The Gilke- day, and there seems to be a, dispoti- - tional Grand Opera Company when
county, while constructing double son Hotel. Apply at ones.
cepted service.
it
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GENERAL
INTEREST
FROM EVERYWHERE.
OF

GOOD ROADS CONVENTION

Shakespeare are many and great. As
a matter of fact, the early plays are
Pay ton Drug, Book &
too delicately observant, too full of
fancy and the sheer glint of fairyland,
Company.
Stationery
Delegates From Various Counties to
to catch the average intelligence; the
i
Discuss Good Roads at 8anta Fe.
The Kansas senate la doubtless cor-- j later plays are simply too difficult to
Brownobscurity
can
Texas Good Roads Association Also
The
assumption,
understand..
of
it
that
hi
the
red
j cripple, and possibly defeat, square ing Is a fashionable phrase, but the
Meets, at Wichita Falls.
New Ma-- ,
sonic Home for Mississippi.
deal legislation more comfortably be--; obscurity of Browning is transparent credit to any city. Its dimensions and
the
fcfcd dosed doors. Kansas City Dai compared with the obscurity of "Troi-lu- description have been given .in
and Cressida" or "Tlmon of Ath- Record and will not be repeated. The
ly Times.
Believing that our Santa ; Fe correspondence contained . eilbugh politics for one day, the Record will not
say anything mean today.
-

i

.

s

ens.

the Kansas senate which

Yes,

yes-

terday voted to exclude tiie reporters
of the Star from Its floor Is the same
senate that REFUSED,' a week ago
to exclude railroad lobbyists from
the floor. Kansas City Star.

4

The action of the Kansas state sea-atin excluding reporters of the Kansas City Star and. Times has proven
the beet advertisement those papers
ever had. They already enjoyed a
larger circulation in Kansas than any
other newspapers and have proven
their charge that the state senate was
controlled by railroad Influences. Now
the people generally have more
faith in the sincerity of the papers
dan ever before and of course they
win continue to publish full reports
of the legislative proceedings, just
as though the reporters bad not been
kicked out, and will take especial de
light In flaying the members responsi
ble for the outrage.
e

:

That it would be a consummation
devoutly to be wished that Shakespeare should be popular is unquestionable, but the noblest course in life is
to look facts squarely hi the face and
then. shape one's conduct as wisely
as one may. And it is futile to concur
In the popular fallacy that the average
man reads Shakespeare for amusement, because he does not. Tolstoy
and Maeterlinck to the contrary notwithstanding. Shakespeare's view of
life is still far h advance of that of
the mass of mankind, and we still go
to him only when we are not too weary to climb the steeps of his thought.

.

first floor will be occupied by. thej
W. P. Lewis Hardware Co. The second floor will be divided into ten
suites of three rooms and bath each
These suites will be fitted and furnished in the finest style and rented
out to the better class only.
Mayor Stockard's building, on Second street, is a revelation to those
who visit it. It is commodious and
will furnish an admirable place for
the garage and repair shop of the
Ro3well Automobile Co. The second
floor will be finished in an attractive
convenmanner, with all modern
iences. Four of the upstairs rooms
have been arranged for Mr. Stockard's
own use as a residence, and their arrangement is ideal.
Four other
rooms, with bath, will be renter! out
to the proper persons.
The remainder of the second story is taken "up
with the new council chamber and
city clerk's office. The city's office
has already been moved to the new

Cleveland, O., Feb. 18. The Cleveland automobile show opened this
morning in the Central armory, with
large crowds in attendance.
All
available space on the lower floor of
the big building is devoted to the
elaborate display, of motor cars, while
an extensive exhibit of parts and accessories is shown in the balcony. The
show Is by all odds the greatest ever
held in Ohio and promises to attract
tremendous crowds during the week.
Chicago, Feb. 18. The trial of Wm.
J. Davis, manager of the Iroquois theater, began today at Danville. Davis
is charged with manslaughter in connection with the terrible Iroquois fire
three years ago, when " GOO people,
mainly women ' and children, were
hurned and crushed to death. The
case was taken to Danville on a
change of venue from Chicago, the
defense alleging that the prejudice
against Davis is so strong' here as to
prevent the possibility of a fair trial.
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 18. The
Arkansas Independent Telephone As
sociation met in second annual ses
sion at the Hotel Marion today. Rep
resentatives of the National Independ
ent Telephone Association are. present
and will address "the delegates.
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 18. The Buffalo
Automobile Dealers' Association open
ed its fifth annual show here today.
Hundreds of exhibits of motor cars
and accessories are shown, the num
ber and quality surpassing all previ
ous exhibitions.
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 18. A large
delegation of Memphis railway men
will appear before the Mississippi rail
road commission tomorrow to voice
their objections to the proposed ex
tension of the baggage storage limit
from 24 hours to ten days. By the
plan proposed by tie Mississippi com
mission baggage is to be allowed to
remain unclaimed for ten days before
the imposition of a storage fee.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Feb. 18. AH of
the leading cities and towns, commer
cial bodies, local improvement socie
ties and boards of county commission
ers of the .territory have sent repre
sentatives here today to attend the
third annual session of the New Mex
ico Good Roards Association, which
meets in the capitol this evening. Ad
dresses will be delivered by many of
the leading men of the territory.
Newark, O., Feb. 18. The first an
nual bench show of the Gold Medal
Kennel Club opened here today and
will last through the entire week. The
club is an "outlaw" organization, hav
ing decided to ignore the American
Kennel Club.
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 18. .Ben B.
Lindsey of the Denver juvenile court,
commonly known as "the kid's jedge"
will be the principal speaker at a
meeting of the Kansas Society for

RECORD SUBSCRIPTIONS HARD TO GET.
Two young men who have been re
cently canvassing the city for maga
zine subscriptions arranged with the
management to solicit Daily Record
subscriptions as a side line. Their quarters.
report after canvassing the town was
Notes of Cattlemen's Convention
one new subscription but this is not
THE COUNTRY SCHOOLS.
Frazier, the saddle maker of
Bob
report.
They
that
stated
all
the
of
pubwe
may
our
boast of
Much as
house they went into, except Pueblo, Colo., has consented to put
lic school system, we are forced to every
one, already received the Record and up a $100 saddle as a prize for the
admit that with the exception of cer they got that one. This is a little bet riding contest in the Wild West feat
tain backwoods sections, the percen ter than tbe Record would have had ure of the coming cattlemen's con
tage of Illiteracy la New Mexico
the assurance to claim for itself. How vention, which meets in Roswell the
the greatest in the Union. True there ever, it is a fact that practically ev middle of April. Local hardware men
are many excellent things about our ery person in Roswell who regularly will put up rifles and pistols for the
school system.
Remarkable results reads any daily paper, either reads raarksmenship contests.
Mr. Frazier will be in attendance
have been accomplished during the exclusively the Daily Record or reads
past few years. The city and town it in addition to his other daily pa at the convention and will have an
schools are excellent; illiteracy thru-ou- t pers. Our subscription list is rapidly exhibit of fine saddles for tbe inspec
the Territory Is decreasing. Nev growing, but the greater part of the tion of the cattlemen.
A. H. Bogardus, Jr., of Springfield,
ertheless. many of our country schools new names being placed on our books
are not yet up to the standard.
come from Artesia, Hagerman, Dex 111., said to be the best rifle shot in
must be admitted that while the coun ter, Carlsbad and other towns down the world, will be here, he writes, for
try schools have to contend with se- the Valley. No soliciting to speak of his matjeh with Homer Wilder, of
rious difficulties and drawbacks, one has ever been done in Roswell, but Lakewood.
of the most serious Is the condition the Record covers the field more com
Amateur Actors at Lakewood.
that permits . any sort of man who pletely than daily papers usually cov
company of local actors
can get a political nomination and er their home towns.
An all-stcommand votes enough, to hold the
and actresses put on "A Country
office of county school superintend- R08WELL HAS MANY
Kid" with great success at the school
ents. In their loyalty to party, or ra
FINE NEW BUILDINGS
house
in Lakewood Saturday night,
A considerable amount of building
tier to party leaders and county ma
building
would hardly hold the
The
apt
forget
days.
to
going
on
in Roswell these
is
chines, the voters are
from
their duty to the schools. The com- Numerous and pretty cottages are go- crowd and the play was a hit given
paratively few delegates who go to ing up all over town, and every day start to finish. The affair was
the benefit of the Home Mission
the county conventions name the we read in the Record of new con for
school superintendents, and generally, tracts let for more. Most noticeable Society and a good fund was cleared.
nay almost invariably, H is the polit of all are the three fine new business
Married Saturday Night.
ical pull or the political debt 'that blocks that are just being completed
Judge
Welter was called upon
counts, rather than the fitness ofthe on Main street, and the new two-- to marry A.a J.
couple
at 8 o'clock Satur
candidate. Fortunately for us this story building Mayor Stockard has day night. The contracting
parties
condition does not exist in the Pe just built at the corner of Second were Will Kennon and Mary G. John
cos Valley to such an extent as in street and Richardson avenue.
son, both of Portales. The ceremony
other parts of the Territory, for here The Sheridan block, between Third was performed in the recorder's of
primary
facing
on
Main
Fourth,
at
and
nominated
and
west
candidates are
fice.
The couple left Sunday morn
elections by rote of the people, and street, will soon be ready for occu ing for Portales, where they expect
ws have a higher class of educators pancy, although as yet it has no o reside.
than many other counties have to renter. This immense building will
choose from. As for taking the schools contain but one room. It will be a
entirely out of politics, perhaps that storeroom 50 by 130 feet in Its di
is impossible, but the legislature at mensions, and the only break ht this
least should enact such laws as will Immense floor will be a single row of
limit the office to men who are pos columns down the center. It is now
sessed of practical school experience. being finished in elegant shape and
Tire educators of the Territory are will be supplied with all modern con
FOR SALE.
not asking that any one set plaa shall venlences.
the Friendless at the First Baptist
The rebuilding of the Julius Garsi FOR SALE.
Land serin. W. G. church this evening.
be adopted, but they point out the
Skillman.
,
42tf
of putting only practical edu- structure on Main, between Second
. wisdom
18. Entries
Denver, Colo., Feb.
cators ra charge of the schools, and and Third, and facing east, is prac- FOR SALE: My place for sale. Ap closed today for the fifth annual dog
leave It to the wisdom of the legis- tically a new structure, for the re ply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7 show of the Colorado Kennel Club,
lature to work out the details of the sult is one of the finest office build- FOR SALE:
Large mirror. and set which will be held at the Coliseum on
ings in the town, and two large, commethod.
About 300 thoroughbred
carpenter
tools and household Feb.
of
plete store rooms. There are four
canines have been entered and the
goods. 612 N. Pecos.
99t2
teen office rooms on the second floor,
IS SHAKESPEARE POPULAR?
show promises to be the largest and
and they are finished in elegant style. FOR SALE:
Three or four miles classiest ever held in the West. Jas.
North American Review.
woven wire fence. Apply OaIf one were to assert that Shake- All have double, hardwood floors. open
who
sis ranch, or phone 347.
tf. Mortimer, of Hempstead,
speare is an unpopular author, little Bach room has "a lavatory and water
One rotary and drop
read, and that the average man has and all have access to toilet rooms. FOR SALE.
but a slight intermittent taste for Half of the office rooms have already Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
would doubtless be met been rented. J. F. Patterson,
the
him, . on
harness man. and the Payton Drug, FOR SALE:
with flat contradiction. The
Household
furniture.
editions would be pointed to, Book and stationary Co., have se
including $60 range and $50 dining
and the fact would be cittd that ev- cured tiie first floor rooms.
table, both good as new for half
building, on Main
The Lewis-Well- s
ery household of pious Intent and reprice. 127 S. Pa., 'phone 503. 99t2
spectable tendencies - supplies. Itself near the corner of First street, is a
V
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RENT?
IF SO
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DO YOU

ever-multiplyi-

with Shakespeare . immediately after
It bays the family Bible.. It Is
true that, every one of average education has been piloted thru
two or three plays while in the. Wgb
school; and college graduates can usually claim a bowing acquaintance
with two or three plays, plus some
volume of textual criticism.., People
usually read the balcony
ra lov
scene in "Romeo and , Juliet" once
or twice. But Is this a test of
The great question is. What
does th tired man read when he
canoe horns from, business, and what
does the worn-ou- t
mother of the
family read when she has time , to
fold her hands and sit stint And the
truthful answer la that ha reads the
evening paper, and she reads the advertisements in the back of the magazines to see what she would buy If
' only shB could pay.
'
popular
misconceptions
of
The

At The
Candy Store
--

Yon will find

a

nice lot of

fresh Cndy, just from the
kitchen. Don't the following sound like, it would be

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.

"Turkish, Nowrat."
"Yankee Toast."
v 'Cocoannt Drops."
r "Coeoanut Brittle."
)L,

sv

c

Kipling

Candy. Store

Come and let me explain bow we have relieved a hundred families in Roswell of

Main St.
85tf
20 acres of choice land
FOR RENT:
'
in good state of cultivation. A bountiful supply of artesian water. An
opportunity for a "Man wMh a Hoe."
Call on or address A. C. Wilson,
124
Main st.
99t3
"

iood? .

18.---

Typographical

ITEMS

PRESS.

MEMBER ASSOCIATED

has an international reputation as a
dog fancier, will act as judge.
" Wichita Falls, Texas, Feb:
A
session of the National Good Roads
Association was held here today for
the purpose of inaugurating - a campaign for highway? improvement In
this section of the Lone Star State.
The Farmers' Union will take an important part in the movement.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 18. The Denver

WANTED.
Experienced Irrigator at
99t
the Slaughter Farm.
i WANTED
Lady or gentleman of
fair education to travel and collect
for firm of $250,000 capital. Salary
$1,072.00 per year and expenses. Salary paid weekly and expenses ad
vanced; references required. Ad
dress, with stamp, J. A. Alexander,
Roswell, N. Hex.

this tiresome burden.

Southwestern Savings

WANTED:

Loan and Bid g

.

Ass'n.
R.

It

mm-

Agent.

tTnion

will

give

Its

annual ball and reception
at Caldwell hall this evening. The
ball of the Denver printers is always
the greatest social event of the season In labor circles, and tonight's affair Is expected to surpass all previous retentions in the historv of the
twenty-firs-

t

'
Denver union.
i. ljiuis, aio., reD. is. ine executive council of the International Journeymen Horseshoers' Union is holding a meeting at the Laclede hotel today. Many matters of importance to
the union are being discussed. The
sessions are held behind closed doors.
Jackson, Mrss., Feb. 18. Sealed
bids for the construction of the Mississippi Masonic widows' and orphans' home, to be built at Meridian,
were opened by the Masonic building
committee at Natchez today. Nearly
all the funds necessary for the building have been raised. The grand
lodges of the Masonic fraternity of
the state will open their annual sessions at Natchez tomorrow and will
make final plans for the building.
Enid, Okla., Feb. 18. A special
term of the district court convened
here today for the purpose of trying
the criminal and civil cases resulting
from the failure of the Citizens' National Bank in 1904.
. Final Arguments in Oil Ouster.
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 18. After a
stubbornly contested legal
battla
which has lasted nearly two years,
final arguments will be made tomorrow before Special Commissioner Anthony in the ouster suit of the State
of Missouri to revoke the licenses of
the Standard and Republic Oil Compa
nies and to revoke the charter of the
Waters-Pierc- e
Oil Company. Attor
ney General Hadley will represent
the state in the arguments, and Judge
Henry Priest and John D. Johnson of
this city, Frank Hagerman of Kansas
City and A. D. Eddy of Chicago will
appear for the defendants. The evidence In the case covers over 5,000
typewritten pages and is separated
into three large volumes. After the
final arguments the case will be presented to the Missouri Supreme Court
Attorney General
for its decision.
Hadley expresses himself as confident
of victory and considers it certain
that the court will issue an order putting the defendants out of business in

a?'

1:

r
1

f

this state.
The suit to oust the oil companies
was inaugurated on March 29, 1905.
the charges set forth in the petition
alleging that the defendants had formed a combination in restraint of trade
and had violated the state
law. Hearings have been held in
Texas and other parts of the
country, and much evidence has been
adduced tending to prove the allegations of the state.
anti-tru-

20 ft. Samson Mill, Z in. Cook Cylinder, lifting water
550 ft., for 20,000 head of sheep Near Roswell, N. M.

These Sheep were never without water a single day and they had plenty. Call on us for
PROOF. No other three mills will do this work.

W. P. Lewis Hardware Go
Sole Distributors.

160 ACRES
III

Hondo

lllllllllWsMMBMMWBMsMsl

Water-Rig-

Land, 40

ht

acres in alfalfa.

This land

can be had for a few

days at

$35.00 per acre.

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH HA1N ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Phone No. 35

Get Our Estimates on Bills

st

New-Yor-

"A Race for a Widow" Tonight.
An excellent comedy, called "A Race
fos a Widow," will be presented at
the Majestic tonight by a company
said to be an unusually good one. The
same production gave splendid satis
faction at Amarillo in November and
has played all the larger Southern
cities since then. Prices 25, 50 & 75
seats at . Daniel's
cents.
Reserved
Drug Store.
99tl
"A Race for a Widow" the offering
at the Grand last night, is a comedy
abounding in ludicrous
situations
A Race for a Widow"
has a very
pretty love story running through it
that holds the attention of the aud
opportunity
ience and that affords
for good histrionic work, by several
members of the company. There were
also some good specialties. Daily
Express, San Antonio, Texas, Dec.
29, 1906.

Damage Suits Against Railways.
Lawton, Okla., Feb. 18. Damage
suits against the Frisco Railway, ag
gregating $50,000, will be tried at the
term of the district court which opened today. The suits are the result of
an accident last November, when a
passenger train crashed Into a carri
age in which four prominent Lawton
men were riding, killing two of then
and injuring the others.
o

Arkansas Baptist Institute.
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 18. A Bap
tist Workers Institute opened here
today and has attracted many Baptist
workers from, all over the state. Leading members of the church from all
parts of Arkansas will take part in
the program and several visiting
speakers will deliver '' addresses, including Baron Urkskull of Russia,
who is now making a tour of this
country in the Interests of a Russian
Baptist 'theological institution. The
institute will last until Friday

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
at

The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

all tiroes.

We Carry a

Complete Stock
Of all kindsof blank4ooks,suh asLedgers.Journals,
Cash Books, Day Books, and all things needed in
office.
Why send away for such,
an
when you can get them at home.
up-to-da- te

Roswell Drug & Jewelry
H. I. NOWLAN
Roswell, N, M.

E. B. STONE
GROCERIES

HAY

E

LUND

LAWYER

LAWYER
Qarst B'Id'g.

R.

Co.

AND

GRAIN

Specialty
Navajo Block.

lining Law
-

-

324 N.

Main.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES

At
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

184.

Phone 220, 5th and flo.

Dr. Casburn to Build Residence.
W. C. Reld.
J. M. Herrey.
Or. R. L. Casburn, a new comer to
Reid & flervey
Roswell, has decided to erect a fine
modern residence on the east side
LAWYERS
of North Richardson avenue, just
cottages
by
built
Totten
north of the
Room 9. Texas Block. Phone ssi
He bought the lot
and Keinath.
some little time ago and has now en
tered into contract for his house. It
Salvation Army Rally
Carthage," Mo., Feb. 18 Many prom will be two stories with cellar and
inent officers of the Salvation Army will be constructed of cement stone.
are on tire program for the big meet- It will be modern in every particular.
SPECIALIST.
ing here today, including Major Flynn
EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Transfers of Real Estate.
of Chicago, the people's; secretary;
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
The following deeds have been Office
Commissioner G. A. Kllby, the comm. Office: Oklahoma Block
Prooffice
of
filed
the
for record in
mander of all toe territory west of
the Mississippi, and Lieutenant Colo- bate Clerk and Recorder F. P.
nel J. C. Addle, the provisional offi- Gayle:
"Henry
Davis and Miss Malinda
George H. McDowell and wife to
cer at StJ Louis.
Rhodes
went
to Hagerman Saturday
Mrs. Clenny C. Bettarson, for $1,
a
adwith friends, returnvisit
for
short
5,
Valley
9,
View
block
8
yon
lots and
Figure wit B. F. Smith when
ing Sunday.
want buggy painting. Phons 178. Ttf dition to Roswell.
-

Dr. T. E. Presley

f

undoubtedly go to prison if the disb.ie, which.. bast been designated as
which she has become involved, none
attorneys of the respective dis
trict
majority
graveyard
the
for
the
omcial.
ner
who know .her doubt.
faithfulness
do their duty. All these are
rising
tricts
and
bills,
.after,
Ruppe's
but
of
She is excessively devoted to ber husdeeply concerned about the passage
sitting down several times, and with
band, and as Car as ; possible has
of the district attorney bill.' More
i
each rise opening has mouth as if to
shared hie imprisonment in the Baton
speak, he settled down to hard work
than this. There are. some hundreds
Rouge Jail. The Favrots have one
of saloonkeepers in New Mexico who
against the bill.
child, a bright boy of fourteen. Judge
.
Dalies
would not be averse to having disto
have
seeks
Councilman
Favrot Is 39 years of age and bis wife
trict attorneys who would not deprive
the county seat of Torrance county
is several years younger.
themselves of sleep in order to devise
taken from Estancia and placed at
Dr. R. H. Aldrich was 40 years of
ways and means of convicting liquor
WUlard. The opponents of 'this move
age at the time of his death. He was
dealers of violating the Sunday law
insist that the bill to accomplish that
one of the popular physicians of the
This combination is strong, but it is ADVOCATES OF
LAST city, a friend of the rich and- poor NO PARTICULAR HARM DONE BY purpose should be called "a bill to re THE CELEBRATED BILL 8TILL
ELECTED TO CONGRESS
ISSUE CALL FOR NEEDED AID. .
A SOMNOLENT CONDITION.
LEGISLATURE SO FAR.
not strong enough. A majority of the
lieve a bunch of town lot speculators
alike, and there were many mutterFALL. NOW UNDER MURpurpose.
willing
lend
not
other
to
for
Wlllard,
are
at
councilmen
and
ings
revenge
his
of
news
of
when the
DER CHARGE.
themselves to the assistance of per
The fight is a warm one, and Friday
murder was announced. His funeral
sons who desire protection In violat
the entire legislature took a trip
was attended by hundreds of people
through the Valley, to locate, if pos
ing the law. Realizing this fact, it
Including Catholic
sisters and orwas sought to bring some of the mem
sible, the center of pouplation. The
phans .who had been the beneficiaries
BILL
THE
G
LIQUOR MEN ALERT
NEW
COUNTY
THE
county
people
the
of
majority
bers
the
of
of the council into line by the
of his charity.
no
made,
be
change
new
and
bills
to
desire
create
of
that
introduction
Some of the most distinguished at
FOR SUFFICIENT CAUSE
they are particularly delighted at a
counties. ' At least three councilmen
torneys of the state will appear in
general
land
decision
are
the
of
being worked on in this manner
recent
the trial of the case. District Attornow, but with small prospect of suc
office knocking out the scrip location
ney Wax, who served under Judge
Full Text of the Bill as Introduced in
Favrot for years, and who was elect- ..Bill for Artesia County Referred to covering the townsite of Willard Are Said to Advocate the Passage of cess.
Other methods have been attempt the Legislature, Ncuts Off Absolutely
From They claim Ahe decision will make
the Bill. Same Influence Will Seek
ed on the Favrot ticket, is in charge
on Counties,
Committees
in
impossible
Kill
Claims He Waa Justified
the
the acquirement of title
to Prevent the Passage of the Anti ed to weaken the governor's position.
of the prosecution. Colonel Kernan.
Kindt or Gamoitng in new mcf
Which It is Not Expected to Re ap on
ing of Dr. Aldrich.
Principals in who is chief counsel for the defense,
the present townsite for some Gambling Bill, and May Succeed un A bill has been passed by both houses aii
co.
Stiff Penalty in the Shape of
pear. Mullens and Hudspeth' Work
the Case are Prominent People in is assisted by several other able attime to come, and are using it as an less Some of its Advocates in the and is now in the hands of the gov
Fine and Imprisonment.
ing Hard to Defeat the Bill.
argument.
Long
Legal Battle torneys, and it is likely that Favrot
ernor providing that vacancies in
the South, and a
Territory Wake Up.
V
county offices shall be filled by the
ls Expected.
Mr. Hagerman is making a success
himself will take a prominent part In
governor,
econoas
county
as
forced
he
has
commissioners
of the counties
outlining the plans of tjie defense.
my in the employee question by his
where the vacancies occur, thus tak
Judge Favrot s term in congress
ing the appointing power out of the
firm stand. It is now expected that
will begin March 4. but it is hardly
In a letter to Elder C. C. Hill, presU
hands of the governor. Another bill
he will be equally successful when
likely that the case will be disposed Special Mail Correspondence.
Santa Fe, N. M., Saturday, Feb. has been introduced, but has not yet dent of the Chaves County Good Gov
measreally
important
several
other
16.
M
Another
Fe,
N.
Feb.
Santa
every
New Orleans. Feb. 18. What the of by that time, as there is
16. 'The fourth weeks session of the passed, which provides that the pow ernment Club, J. W. Mullens,', re pre-prospect of a bitterly contested and legislative week has closed, and no ures come up for consideration.
Thaw trial Is to New York and the long
Legislative
er of removal from office shall be
The district attorney bill, is still the Thirty-Sevent- h
legal battle which may particular harm done to anyone, as
drawn
out
East, the- trial of Congressman-elec- t
tied up in the committee of the coun- sembly closed with the celebrated dis vested in the courts,' and provides the in the Legislature of New Mexico,
last several weeks.
legislature
Republican
continues
the
George K. Favrot, which begins today
cil, but it is not attracting the atten trict attorney bill still in a somno-lan- t method of procedure, thus depriving
in deadlock over the district attor
writes that the proposed aini-ga-c- a
at Baton Rouge, is expected to be to
tion it did for the first two weeks of
Muncy Adds a Livery Outfit.
condition in the committee on the governor of the power of remov bling law
a
ney
deadlock
never
to
bill.
It
hurts
of New Mexico Is in great
New Orleans and the South a trial
the session. The only difference be judiciary. The followers of Bursum al, and divers petty bills, all aimed at
R. E. Muncy, the hustling transfer
involving man. always alive to every opportu Republican legislature.
replete with sensations.
anti- - strictly maintain that they have eight the governor, have been introduced. danger of failure to pass, and heV
tween
Governor
the
and
the
The week started off briskly be Governor people, as they are called,
prominent people, and with the de nity, has added a livery outfit to his
n
U
It is a fight of graft against the gov I.U1UU1CUW ,i.il a. .i. tuiKS uaugca
ura
ia .1...
arrival of a or the regular Republican organiza votes in the council for the passage ernor.
fense basing its plea of immunity for already complete transfer establish cause of the unexpected
Up to this time graft has fail Slllt
n
possibly
nine,
ttnnnnrt
the
bill,
lnlrownrm
but
04vai Mm
of
the
and
county
boomers
Garfield
bunch
of
the murderer on the "unwritten law ment and is now out after business in
tion, is as to the naming of the dis other leaders say that it is very xloubt- - ed to score a point.
measure by the press and good peo
which permits a husband to shoot a new tine, in nis addition were six from East Las Vegas, and for two trict attorneys for the time between ful whether a bare majority can be
On Thursday afternoon a bill vas ple
or
was
days
or
lull
three
the
air
of the territory.
He counseled
honor.
down the defamer of Sis wife's
passage of the act and the first secured to pass the bill, and that introduced in the house which seeks
fine new rubber tired buggies, hardivision
President the
talk.
urge
good people
to
Hill
Elder
the
When Judge Favrot killed Dr. R. H ness to match and several new county
people,
by
and
this
is
election
the
the"
compiled
there is no possibility of passing the to amend section 1672 of
to
Roswell
of
legislators
to
write
the
Aldrich at Baton Rouge, on the even horses. Mr. Muncy has for some Spiess, of the council, is bitterly
not
public
keep
sufficient to
interest bill over the veto of the governor.
laws. This section reads as follows:
to the proposed division of worked
g
work and vote for the
ing of November 7 last, he had just time had some good drivers and is
up.
persons
being
perjury,
"All
for
de
plans
sorts
are
sentenced
of
All
been elected to the United
States continually building up the live end San Miguel county, while 'his colIt is expected
that the coming vised rto bring councilmen into the forgery, incendiarism, coining false bill. He stated that three Roswell
congress from the Sixth Louisiana of his stock. And he is still looking league, James S. Duncan, is earnest week will be prolific in legislation, as hand wagon camp, but it does not ap money, rape, larceny, or shall have men had written on this important
gone
district, and stood upon the threshold for more. As Muncy puts it. in a ly for it. So far as the fight has
a number of t.ie members are waking pear that much headway has been been twice sentenced for petty larce question, and that their letters did
it.
of as promising a political career as joking way, he now has everything in Spiess appears to have the best ofpres up and having bills prepared on sub made. It now develops that the liquor ny, shall forever lose all right to vote much good among the membeni of
the two houses, but that their one
any young southerner had ever faced the way of a conveyance, "from an and if nothing happens to disturb
jects near their hearts.
dealers' association is taking a hand and shall be ineligible to any office fault .was that they were
too few in
Since that time he has been in jail automobile to a bicycle." and all the ent conditions, there will be no Gar
o
in attempting to secure the passage specified by this act."
field county created by the 37th Leg
number. Every person in Roswell
indicted for murder by a grand jury public needs to do is to call for it.
Prayers
Free
Legislators.
for
arLeon
attorney
The
At
last
election
bill.
Jose
the
the
district
of
g
islative Assembly of New Mexico.
who wants an
law
which, as district judge of the Raton
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 18. The New
It appears to have become popular York legislature is now considering a gument being used is that if Bursum Madril was elected a county commis- passed in New Mexico should write
Rouge judicial district, he had drew
to induce measures aimed at the soul memorial presented by the Rev. Chas. dictates the appointment of the dis- sioner of this county, and about ten letters urging such action to the
himself, and of which his victim's un
were, com
trict attorneys, the liquor dealers days ago proceedings
less corporations doing business in E.
cle was foreman.
Hamilton on behalf of several Al- will stand a better show than, they menced to oust him from the office on members of both houses. Lists of
peoall
of
territory,
out
the
the
it
and
Judge Favrot met Dr. Aldrich. his
bany clergymen, in which they offer would if the governor were to appoint the ground of his having been con- these members may be seen at the
ple may get something of Value. to
Record office.
lifelong friend, college mate and famthe lawmakers such services as
Measures so far introduced are for may be desired in the way of rprayers them. It is understood that the victed and sentenced in February,
ily physician, ia the passageway of
the taxation of corporations and the and 'invocations, without fee or pay liquor dealers ihave raised a large 1879, for cattle stealing. The bill
BILL.
the Reymond building at Baton Rouge
Following is the text of the bill In
forcing of a correct listing of proper- ment of any kind. Neither the New fund for the purpose of advancing which was introduced to amend the
and without a word shot him down.
ty controlled by them, the taxation of York senate or assembly has a regu their interests with the legislature. section whioh caused all this trouble troduced by Representatives Ruppe
apparently as coolly and with as lit
franchises, the taxation of express lar chaplain, but it has been the cus and it is hoped that one or two coun- was introduced at. the instance of the and Pad ilia in reference to gambling
tie compassion as he would have
chairman of the republican central n New Mexico:
companies,
the better taxation of tom for years to allow various Albany cilmen may be influenced to see matslayed a cur of the streets. A few
ters in a light more favorable to sa- committee of this county. It really
companies,
sleeping
several
car
Section 1. That any person within
and
building
entering
clergymen
to pray for them. As soon loonkeepers. Many of the liquor deal seems too bad to deprive thieves.
the
minutes before
who
he had been receiving the congratula THEIR REPRESETAT1VES TO AP bills for the control of corporations as the minister finishes his petition ers are of opinion that it would be to forgers and counterfeiters of the right the Territory of New Mexico
or
deals, plays, carries on, opens,
in general.
PEAR AND DISCUSS CERtion3 of a party of friends on his
he is given a $5 order on the cashier. their advantage to have district attor- to hold office.
Mirabel,
Valencia
Representative
causes
opened,
of
to
be
hire
whether
for
congress.
TAIN
REGULATIONS.
He passed
election to
The Rev. Mr. Hamilton and his col- neys appointed who would not be too
Both houses of .the legislature ad
county, has developed a strong de- leagues,
through the swinging doors, whistling
is stated, has never been particular about Sunday closing, and journed on Thursday afternoou to al or not, any game of faro, monte, rouit
sight,
sire to abolish everything in
lette, lansquenet, rouge et noire, tan,
as he went apparently care free and
invited to share in the state's bounty,
and has, fortunately, commenced his and are now denouncing the payment who would not go out of their way low such members of the house and fan tan, poker, seven and a half, twenty-ohappy. Three shots were fired, and
operations on the right end of the of fees for prayer as "graft." No ac to make trouble for saloonkeepers council as desired to take a trip over ne,
chuckaluck, slot maohlne, or
then Judge Favrot came forth to
Torwho keep their back doors ajar on the Santa Fe Central thro-'wants
He
any
administration.
territorial
banking
or percentage game or
calmly
up
yet
officers,
give himself
to the
been taken in the matter Sunday, and who are not averse to rance counrfy to inform themselves as
game tion has
is likely that the legislature quenching the thirst of the multitude to the merits of Council Bill No ID, any other kind of a game played with
admitting a crime for which the pen SUITS THE COMMISSION to abolish the mounted police,
anil
it
warden, the bureau of immigration, will
alty is ignominious death on the gal
continue to pay the union scale on the first day of the week at 15 which seeks to change the county seal cards, dice or any device, for money,
an"1
commissioner,
insurance
the
checks, credit, or any other represenfor prayers.
lows.
of Torrance county from Estancia to tative of value, is guilty of a misdecents per quench.
number of other offices heretofore con
"I killed Dr. Aldrich for sufficient
The same influence is being brought Willard.
sidered essential to the successful
meanor and shall be punished by
Newspaper Publishers Meet.
cause", he told the horror-stricke- n
Friday morning a special train left
to bear to smother any legislation in
ma-republican
of
maintenance
the
New York, Feb. 18. Prominent reference to gambling. At the open- - Santa Fe at 7:45 carrying 101 pas fine of not more than five thousand
friends who gathered about him at The Regulations to Which the Rail
chine. Mr. Mirabel is in earnest, and
$5,000) dollars, or by imprisonment
the jail. "For good and sufficient
roads Object as Impracticable, are will push all the measures he intro newspaper publishers from all parts ng of the legislature it appeared as sengers, among whom were 19 mem
the county jail for not more than
cause." he repeated, and refused to Favorably Viewed by the Interstate duces, and as
he stands with the ma of the United States and Canada are though there would be no opposition bers of the house of representatives one year, or either.
discuss the case, further.
Commerce Commission, and Will jority, he may get some of them thru. arriving here today for the annual to the passage of an
and four members of the council. Five
Sec. 2. All prosecutions
for of
Within a few minutes after the Probably Be Retained.
Japanese It is said that his next move will be session of the American Newspaper law, but a great change appears to newspaper men went out. on the spe- fenses committed under the provistragedy the news had been flashed to School Case Comes Up Today.
have come over the legislators, and cial and quite a number of boosters
to introduce a bill to abolish the off
Publishers' Association, which opens very little is heard of legislation in for both Estancia and Willard. Short ions of this act shall be by indictment
New Orleans, and created almost as
of tomorrow morning
ice of governor, in the interest
or .information and trial in the disWaldorf-Astorigreat excitement here as in Baton
at the
President Spiess, of stops were made at Moriarity, Mcin trict courts; provided, complaints fov
economy.
this direction.
Rouge, where murderer and victim
committee, conThe
executive
The sentiment of those interested sisting of Charles W. Knapp of the the council, announced from the chair tosh and Estancia on the way down. the violation of any of the provisions
had spent their lives. Botn men
appears
to be strongly, against the St. Ixniis Republic, C. W. Hornick of In the course of the remarks made Willard was reached at 11 o'clock and of this act may be made before any
were well known here and the ele
stop of two hours was made there. justice of the peace and a preliminary
Washington,
18.
Feb.
abolishment
inter
The
of the mounted police, the San Francisco Call, F. P. Glass of by him immediately after his election
ment of mystery surrounding the
Arrangements
he
had been made for
council,
that
as
the
president
of
will
he
the
other
abolishments
but
case added to the popular interest, state commerce commission today
the .Montgamery Advertiser, Charles was heartily in favor of abolishing' short talks at the school house, and examination may be held before such
have
an
with.
time
easier
justice of the peace, as in case of the
arousing the . people to a far higher gave a hearing'to the representatives
H. Taylor,
Wednesday afternoon Representa S. P. WestonJr.,of of the Boston Globe, gambling in New Mexico, and the preparations had been made to give commission of felonies.
pitch than did the news of the tragic of eastern and transcontinental rail
the Seattle
Ruppe, of Bernalillo county, intro- sentiment expressed by him was ac- the legislators dinner, but the stop
Sec. 3. Sections 1305 to 1313 Inevent at Madison Square roof garden. roads in regard to their objections to tive
and Hilton 17. Brown of the quiesced in by more than
s
was not long enough to permit of the clusive and sections 4152 and 4153 of
Juced the Artesia county bill, by re
Col. Thomas J. Kernan. the
Indianapolis
.hold a meetwill
News,
carrying out of the program as it had the Compiled Laws of 1897, and chapof the members of both houses.
This bill went into the commitauthority on "unwritten law," rule 15 of the "Regulations Governing quest.
is" also being brought
to been arranged.
tee
on counties and county lines. ing this evening to consider final
Pressure
ter 19 of the Laws of New Mexico of
Freight
Filing
of
the
Construction
and
plans for the meeting. The convention bear from another direction and that
is Judge Favrot's attorney, and short
At Estancia, on the return trip, 1901 are hereby repealed.
from which it is expected it will never
And all
ly after the crime issued a statement Tariffs and Classifications." and also escape.
Tuesday,
Wednesthrough
will
last
is through bills for county division elaborate preparations had been made other acts or parts of acts in conflict
Mulappeared
mil
When
the
up
winding
which partially reveals the skeleton to rule 17 of the "Regulations Gov
with
day and Thursday,
and change of county lines. It is for the entertainment of the legislat herewith are hereby repealed, and
lens and Hudspeth got busy, very
behind the closet doors:
erning the Construction and Filing of busy. Mullens aoted "as though he the usual annual dinner. Guests to sought to whip some of the members ors, and rigs were at hand to drive this act shall take effect on the first
"The killing of Dr. R. H. AMricb re- Passenger Tariffs." Owing to tie
number of 100 have been invited of the council into line by the intro- them around town and out into the day
to move to send it-tthe ta- - the
of July, A. D. 1907.
to attend the banquet, including many duction
sulted from his persistent circulation great importance of the questions in wanted
of bills to divide their coun- suburbs.
Arrangements for ties or change the county lines, there
prominent men.
of slanderous reports about Judge volved the railroad men will probably
From expressions made by legisla
St. Louis Skating Races.
the dinner are in charge of Adolph S. being no less than five bills of this tors on the train, it is hardly probable
Favrot's wife, which were of such a be granted several additional hearSt. Louis, Mo., Feb. 18. The second
Ochs of the Times, Herbert S. Gunni- kind now before the legislature, with that the bill providing
character as to force Judge Favrot to ings before the commission makes a
making
for
week of the big Jai Alai skating touract; and complete justification for final decision.
son of the Brooklyn Eagle, Oswald more in prospect.
Willard the county seat of Torrance nament, beginning this evening, will
such action will be shown at the trial
Villiard of the Evening Post, Herman
The rules to which the railroad
It is a matter of vital importance county will pass the house.
be devoted to two mile races. Purses
.
of the case."
Ridder of tie Staats Zeitung and Ed to secure the right kind of district atcompanies have made suoh serious obLOOMIS
of $325 will be given the winners.
As to the true facts of the causes jections are exceedingly lengthy and
ward P. Call of the Commercial.
Your
More
In
torneys with some of the prominent
Among
the contestants entered, in
of the tragedy nothing is known, ex technical in their nature, but are dePresident Shaw. addition to the St. Louis cracks, are
republican politicians for the next Suffragists
Daily Record.
Subscribers
for
cept for wild rumors which connect
Chicago, Feb. 18. The Rev. Anna Harley and Johnny Davidson of St.
clared by the carriers to be so drastic
2 years,, or until the statutes of limyon
WANT THEM-a- nd
third man with the case and which and far reaching in their operations
The Daily Record wants hundreds itation runs as against certain alleged Howard Shaw of Swarthmore, Penn., Paul,
YOU
Harry McDonald of New York,
have them. Come and see
cannot be substantiated.
as to prove utterly impracticable and
our complete line of "Two Balls" of new subscribers in the Pecos Val violations of law, among which are was
president of the Na William Brietenbach of Cincinnati,
Mrs. Josephine Holt Favrot. the interfere largely with the proper and
Adjusters ana let us ten you ley and Eastern New Mexico and it gross violations of the election laws. tional American Woman Suffrage As- Charles Smith of Philadelphia, Batch
woman In the case, is one of the most
now the installation or tnis ad Is going to get them. We want live As a result of the Larragole-Anirew- s
of their business.
conduct
successful
Williams of Chicago, Elmer Stewart
'
beautiful and popular young society
vice will give yon
sociation at the annual election of ofMembers of the interstate commerce 2
of Buffalo, A. L. Dan forth of Ithaca,
more lis" where energetic men to help us get these contest more than twenty informamatrons of the capital city, and has commission express themselves as be
yon want It than you subscribers and with that end in view tions have been filed in the district ficers today. Reports were presents N. Y., and Jack Fautch of Canton, O.
been a leader in Baton Rouge social
with
impressed
court in Torrance county, and in by Henry B. Blackwell of Massachu- The three mile races will be run next
the
favorably
ing
before been
circles for many years. Her reputa- warkings of both the objectionable
makes will make it well worth the time of some of the other countiej a worse setts on presidential suffrage. Lucre week and the winners at the various
beyond
tion has always been
reproach, regulations
corn- young man to look state of affairs exists. It is necessary tia Blankenberg of Pennsylvania on distances will probably arrange a
it is not likely that
utilization of tie-' right kind of
and despite the dark mystery in any change and
will be made unless it is
for some of the republican leaders to legislation for civil rights, Laura Clay meeting with the southern skaters
current. id.- ""is matter.
clearly shown that the rules work a
.
lily Record is the only daily do some strenuous work in order to of Kentucky on increase of member- now congregated at Memphis.
keep out of the penitentiary, and they ship, Harriet Upton of Ohio on creclear injustice to the railroads.
Eastern New . Mexico, end figure that if they can dictate the ap- dentials, Florence Kelly of New York
,V
Civil Service Examinations.
She "Doesn't Know. Do Youf
v v real news than any other
pr
pointment of the district attorneys, on congressional work, Alice Stone
Examinations of applicants for po
Newport, Ky., Feb. 18. In accordlamp-cord
original
.best
Territory, with the ex-- : whose duty it would be to prosecute Blackwell of Massachusetts on liter- ance with the will of the late Mrs.
sitions as marine steam engineers is theadjuster. and
ami
were held today by the UnRed States most effective. Simplest
.'Ntquerque papers. We them, a long step will have been ta- ature, Elizabeth J. Hauser of Ohio on Mary K. Williamson, who died here
Makes every
press work and Oreala Haskell of recently, a monument will be erected
civil service commission. Other ex- drop light practically a portav
readers of the Daily ken toward immunity.
and
seen that from the point New York on enrollment. A sympo- over her grave bearing the inscripaminations scheduled for this month ble. Costslittle to install,
will
be
It
'
get
going
?
to
them.
.'
costs nothing to main- - j,vt
are as follows:
of view of the members of the gang sium on industrial conditions for wo- tion: "Agnostic.
do not know. Do
tain. Can be attachedV? ' J- er of a proposition the game is worth fighting for. Mr. men and children was held this after- you?" For many I years
Electricians, Feb. SO; manual train to existing; drop
prior to her
".
to
rsons. Call around Bursum is interested 3eeplv on his noon, the speakers includBng Alice death Mrs. Williamson was an avowwagon lights and it
T .
ing teachers, Feb.
ways
makes
them
;
'he business man own account, because of alleged gross Henry of Australia, Florence Kelly of ed and outspoken agnostic, having
at .
i
makers, loggers, masons, public doc- cheaper and bet- - R T
'
ument cataloguer, draftsman, chief en er. The evidence
age
't we have to offer. irregularities ' in the accounts at the New York and Mary McDowell of Chi- passed from Episcopal lanlsm to SpirV
v.
penitentiary ascribed to 'lax" book- cago.
gineers, farmers, engineers and black- a nere reaay xor
- . o
itualism, and thence to unbelief In the
your inspection
Six Murder Cases.
keeping. As chairman of the repubI
.i ..TIME TABLE.
smiths, Feb. 27.
supernatural. She was the mother of
me
see
and
it.
Muskogee, L T.. Feb. 18. Six mur- Josephine K. Henry, who is famous
lican central committee, he is net anx
Japanese School Cases..
I t d Time.)
V
Dncvfptfw Bttvstim wiO Im (twltr Mot Btt
V
10:10 a.m. ious .to have it proven in court that der cases will be' tried during the ae a free thought lecturer and writer.
The Japanese school .cases will
Northl - i
mimt to thfri wb r mUe t call.
come up Cor a hearing In the Califor
in the terri- February term of the Vnited States
. v, ....10:25 a.m. the republican anajority
Northb
'
TRADE.
nia courts today, and the result of
Southbc ..u, arrive,,
4:50 p.m. tory . last fall was secured through court, which opened today at Bufaula.
,
courts,
We have some fine land in artesian
the first round of legal sparring is
8:00. p. m. fraud and gross and flagrant viola- - As usual in the territorial
iouth bound, , depart,
awaited with much interest in WashM..D. BURNS.. AgeuL. tions of the election laws. But Mr. many men will "be tried for violating belt, well located, to exchange for
ington. District Attorney Devlin - of
Bursum is not alone. Some scores of the government's prohibitory law. Missouri, Kansas or Oklahoma prop,
"disposing" and ten "In erty.
EXPERT TUN I NO.
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale lesser, lights and election officers, are twenty-on- e
San Francisco will represent the govTeUspaow 221.'
CARLTON A BELL,
ernment.
.
ia danger of Incarceration, and will troducing" cases being on the docket.
at the Record OMam.".- -
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Miss Lizzie Evans was up- - from
Alellen Saturday to Attend "the matinee and spend the day with her father, Judge J. T. Evans.

Maynard Gunsel arrived Saturday
evening from Albuquerque on a busir
ness visit and to see his mother,
and brother, Bernard Gunsel.
sis-te-

-- i

FOR

:

Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Carter, who have
been here since October, left Sunday
for the home of Mrs. Oater's father,
who resides in Blaine conuty, O. T.

160 acres of land in Sagauche County, Colorado, that
is in the artesian belt of the San Lous Valley. 80 acres
broke and has raised crop of small frrairt last year.
house,
artesian well and fenced. Will
sell or trade for residence or small agricultural tract.
ch

m

A. 0.
ROOM

8,

PHONE

TEXAS BLOCK.

FOR THE NEXT

1

375

J)

0 DAYS

offer 20 Per Cent Discount
on Wall Paper to make room for

We

new goods.

THE DANIEL DRUG CO
I

lid Papers Cheap

I

An excellent company will present
a comedy at the Majestic tonight that
ran over 600 nights in London. If you
want to laugh, see this clever comedy tonight.
It

Mrs. P. M. Baker returned to Ar
tesia Sunday night, having spent two
days here visiting her
Mrs. John Mitchell, and Mrs. Newton
sister-in-la-

Lauderdale.

I

Per Hundred

I

Mrs. Fred Bush returned to her
home in Hagerman Saturday even
ing, after spending five days here
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Wilson.
H. C. Roark. Attorney James Hall
Rev. Love and Editor Bob Darnell,
came down from Elida Sunday night
to remain two or three days, lookin;

t Record

evening to visit his sister, Mrs.
ry Holly, until Tuesday.

LOCAL NEWS.
See our

5

and 10c counters. Makln

,

Rakes, Spades and Hoes at Makin's.
Jeweler,

Boellner. the
cheaper.

has

It

37tf

School books bought or exchanged.

Makin's.
C. W.

Easley went to Urton

morning.

a
J. H. Mook was up from Lake
to spend Sunday.
Eyes tested free at
Jeweler and Optician.

L E

Boellner,
S8tf

A. C. Keinath came up from
Saturday morning.
S. P. Hale, a well man of Artesia,
was In town Saturday.

C Porter, of Artesia, spent Sunday
with friends In RoswelL
C I Higday came In from the
South Saturday morning.
E. F. Hard wick returned Sunday
morning from a trip to Artesia.
Sunday
W. C Fleming returned
morning from a business trip to Carls,
bad.

after business.

Office

Albert Pettey left Sunday night on
a prospecting trip to Bisbee, A. T.,
and if he finds conditions as he ex
pects, Mrs. Pettey will follow him in
about a month.
Har-

,

-

Mrs. Iva J. Keebrer

bad Sunday evening

went-t- o

Carls-

Wm. Baxter, for the past year a
resident of Roswell, left Sunday morn
ing for Boston, Mass., where he will
make an extended visit with relatives

Miss Frances Bailey returned Sunand may locate.
day morning from a visit with Miss
o
Millie Davidson at Hagerman.
Mrs. W. R. Hess arrived Saturday
from Carlsbad and will be here a
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Payne, of Arteweek or ten days visiting her brother,
spent
iiere,
Sunday with friends
sia,
to
J. F. Mathewson, before going
returning home Sunday night.
Oklahoma to live.
I. J. Ballard and Judge C. W. MatThe famous "Woolard" books o
thews, of Lake Arthur, were in town
Fellowship" and
"Good
Toasts,
Saturday looking after business.
"Beauties of Friendship," silk and
A. H. Carr came in Sunday morning leather bindings, only 50c and $1.00.
from Toyah, Texas, and will be ihere Ingersoll's Book Store.
several days visiting with friends,
o
$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farms
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. McArthur. of Long time loans, interest payable anCarlsbad, were here on their way to nually witn privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
Kansas City on a business trip,
t,
gu-io
303 N. Main. opp. P. O.
Judge Emmett Patton returned" this
morning from a short visit with his
"A Race for a Widow," a comedy
wife and children at Hagerman.
full of laughter and specialties. Majestic tonight. This company has apZ. F. Deen returned Saturday even- peared in all the big cities i this seaing from a business trip to Hereford son and is a guaranteed attraction.
and other towns in the Panhandle.
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Cruse returned
Mrs. Hans Olson came up from Ar- Sunday from a visit of several weeks
tesia Sunday morning to spend a with relatives In Texas. They were
accompanied here by Mrs. Cruse's
week with Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Olson.
brother, who will make an extended
Codie Albin returned to Dexter Sun visit.
day night, after spending several daysJ
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Pry or, who
here on business and visiting friends.
were here two days, left Sunday
o
Miss Thode returned to her home morning for their home in Amarillo.
In Dexter Saturday evening, after a Mr. Pryor is traveling engineer of the
visit with Mr? and Mrs. D. P. Grein- - Pacos Valley & Northeastt era

J. P. Church returned Saturday
A. C. Keinath, of Artesia, who was
evening from a business trip to points here a couple of days on business
North.
left Sunday morning on a trip to
spent
Mr. and Mrs. Tom' Malone
Sunday wtt Mr. Malone's relatives at
Eighty acres, well Improved, 114
Hagerman.
miles from court house, for sale at
a bargain for, a few days. Carlton
Alfred Nevina, of Hagerman, came & BelL
up Sunday morning for a snort visit
with friends.- M. M. Brunk, manager of the DexTownsite Company, returned Satter
. W. H. Moses and J. H. Parish came urday evening from a business trip to
down from, Acme Saturday night to Kansas.
,
spend Sunday
John Snallson. who Is engaged in
I. H. Ballard returned from Lake building a new stone church at CarlsArthur Sunday night after a stay of bad, spent Sunday with his wife In
several days here.
RoswelL .
Shields went to

Nora
to spend a few bad Saturday evening to remain a
'

Miss

days with her children.
couple of weeks nursing
'
Jcrtia Doss went "to Dexter Saturday sickness.

Carls-

a case

of
-

tt

y

Prof. Woolverton returned Sunday
morning from Carlsbad, where he has
been arranging to establish a branch
of the Woolverton Practical Business
College.

n

is the only piaetical way outside of the Artesian
belt.

Byron Jackson Centrifugal Pumps.
and

Johnson, the pickle man, and
B. Gaastro returned Saturday from a
four weeks' trip to Lincoln, across
the Mai Pias to Engle arid into the
mining district of the Rio Grande river. Mr. Johnson reports a profitable
trip and Mr. Gaastro a pleasant one,
both accomplishing their purposes.
S. P.

.

are the only efficient and economical machinery
suited for the purpose.
Plants in operatian on exhibition.
We will be glad to show any one interested a practical demonstration of a successful pumping plant.

o

Walter Pipkin is Discharged.
Walter Pipkin, who was arrested at
Carlsbad and brought here to answer
the charge brought by J. H. Carper,
that he had stolen a watch and chain
and $15 in cash, was given a 'hearing
before Justice A. J. Welter Saturday
evening and the judge decided that
the evidence against Ifim was too
weak for consideration, an dthe de-fendant was discharged.
You'll find it cheapest at Makin's.

Olds & Fairbanks Gasoline Engines

j

)

r

1

OWN IT ALL

I

I have purchased the entire interest of Mr. F. M. Jump in
the liverv business and am now the sole owner of the
PALACE LIVEItY AND TRANSFER COMPANY.
and buss will met all trains and do a regular
call business.
1 solicit the trade of the public and my effort will be to
please.
My hack

W. M. MINTER.

Independence for the

American Cigar Smoker
That's What

The American Cigar Company Stands For

You can't be an independent smoker as long"
as you depend on somebody else to select your
cigars for you.
You must know what you want and get it.

The "Triangle A" means freedom.
It means better cigars of every grade than
the best made under old conditions.

H. C. Long left Monday morning on
a business trip to Cook county, Texas.
One horse and phaeFOR SALE:
ton. Apply Dr. Z. T. Martin. 99t6
FOR RENT:

furnished
ave.

One two or three unrooms ,204 South Pa.
99t4

r

I

Nice new furnished
FOR RENT:
rooms. No sick people. 309 N. Ky.
99t3
ave.
Don't miss the Martha Washington
reception and supper Friday night. Admission 35c.

99tf

Mrs. J. F. Wlckson returned Monday
to her home In Acme after a short business visit in Roswell.

Lap robe, between W. S.
Prager's residence and P. O. Please
return to Record ofllce and receive
99tl
reward.
By March 1st, two furnWANTED.
ished rooms for light housekeeping.
Not health seekers. Address The
99t3
Enterprise Hdw. Co.
LOST:

Mrs. J. A. Graham left Monday morn
ing for Mineral Wells, Texas, where
she will make a visit of indefinite
length for her health.

will be the big social event of the
99tf

week.

Rattler left Monday for
her bome in McKlnney, Texas after
spending four months visiting Mrs. W.
S. Moore and Mrs. W. M. Atkinson, of
RoswelL and Mrs. ' Frank Joyce, of
Carlsbad.
Miss

T?sji1m

,

B. D. Garner, buyer for the various
Company, re- stores at the Joyce-Pru- it

Irrigation by Pumping

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Lasswell and
Mr. and Mrs. George McCutcheon left
today for their home In Campbell,
Missouri, after spending a week in
Rcwell and vicinity seeing the sights
and prospecting. They are, in love
with the country.

Mrs. M. E. Pierce, of Ashtabula, O.,
who has been here several days visiting her son, W. H. Pierce, of the
United States Reclamation Service,
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
left Sunday evening for Carlsbad,
(Local Report.)
where she will continue her visit, aer
N. M., Feb. 18. TemperaRoswell,
son having been transferred from the
Hondo reservoir project to the Ava-lo- ture. Max., 73; min., 44; mean, 58.
Precipitation, 00; wind N. W., vedam. From Carlsbad Mrs. Pierce
locity
13 miles; weather clear.
will go to California.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
Generally fair tonight and Tuesday;
A large audience saw "A Race for
a Widow" at the Brooks last night. colder tonight.
M. WRIGHT,
It is a clever three act farce full of
Oflicial
in Charge.
good clean humor. It moves at a lively clip, but is entirely free of the slap
and bang business so common farce
comedy. Nina Belle Wilber as Rose,
an American widow, gives a clever
portrayal of an adventuress the chief
trouble maker for Hotzmueller. The
company is an evenly balanced one,
and "A Race for for a Widow" is well
worth seeing. Oklahoma State Cap!
tal, Guthrie, Nov. 22. '06.
o
Even a mistake may often bring
good results. The Record on Saturday
stated that Rev. E. McQueen Gray
would conduct services Sunday morning at the Episcopal church. He had
sent in a notice by mail, but after
that notice was In type a second announcement was sent in, which failed
to get into the paper. However, it
should not have made any difference
to members of the church, who ought
to have been present anyway and it
gave Mr. Williams an opportunity, to
convince a large congregation that a
lay service can be made quite interesting when the members do their
duty. And. by the way, he read a ser
mon that fitted the circumstances as
though it had been written to order.
We deserved it as much any anyone
else present.

Mrs. J. R. Cozart left Monday for
her home in Lamar, Arkansas, after
E. J. Bates has a very painful wiund spending two weeks here with her
In his right hand, caused by running sons, S. G. and T. G. Cazort.
one of the tines of a pitchfork
Mrs. M. J. Rittenhouse, of Springfield
through the fleshy part of the palm
while working In the yard at his Mo, Is spending two or three weeks
in Roswell in the interest of the Gos-sar- d
home in this city.
corset advertised elsewhere in
" A Race for a Wlow' an excel- this issue. '
lent comedy, gave satisfaction to two
The Martha Washington reception
large audiences at the Hancock opera house yesterday. Presented by a and supper to be given Friday evencompany. Dally
Statesman, ing In the rear of the TT. S. Market
good
building by the Presbyterian ladies
Austin, Tex Dec. 26, 1906.

Jim Hamilton last week sold his
beautiful pair of fillies to C. J.
Franks, and the price paid Is said to
be the nighest every given in New
Mexico for horses in their class. Mr.
Franks sold them Saturday to Mr. J.
J. Hagerman.

here three months for her (health, left

Monday for, San 'Antonio, Texas. She
expects to return to Roswell before
goftac to her home in Calumet,) Michigan. Miss Ruppe came here an inval
id and gained 30 pounds. She" also
The following crowd of young peo made many friends.
ple spent Sunday picnicking at Dim-milake, which is the farthest and
George Slaughter Is driving about
largest of the bottomless lakes: Mrs. in a Buick touring- car which he bro't
Ella Willis, Misses Elva Rainbolt, from bis ranch in the Panhandle. His
Ethel Atkins, Meers, Luclle Willis; brother, Bob Slaughter, is agent for
Messrs. Thompson, Will Burnett arid this machine In several Texas coun
John Bogar.
'
ties.

ofFred Miller, of the Joyce-Pru- it
Miss Anna Giddhigs has arrived
fice force, went to Artesia Saturday from New York state to visit her sisSunday
spend
night to
with friends ter. Miss Maude Giddings, who has
and to visit his farm near that place. been very 111 at St. Mary's Hospital
past three weeks, but is
W. X. McFarland. of Staples, Minn, for the
now
improved.
slightly
Miss Maude
and S. S. Staley, of Springfield, Mo.,
arrived Saturday from the lower val- Giddings has been teacher at The
ley, where they have been prospect Farms school.
ing,
"A Race for a Widow," a comedy
Mrs. H. W. Slater and daughter, full of laughter, bright dialogue and
Mrs. E. S. Winfrey, of Chickasha, I witty sayings, will be presented at
tonight. This
T., arrived Saturday and will be here the Majestic theatre
company has appeared in all the prinIndefinitely ,for the health of the
cipal cities this season. The performance was said to be unusually clever
It
Howard Booth, special agent of the by, the people of Amarillo..
P. V. & N. E. Railroad, left Sunday
In spite of the fact that they were
morning for Amarillo; after being laid
there
up a week at St. Mary's Hospital with advertised for three weeks,
were no applicants Saturday to take
grip.
the examinations for civil service,
H. Herman, who has been 'here sev- which were to have been held at the
eral days selling paper bags and wrap- postoffice. Thia shows that pracCity tically all the well educated young
ping paper for an Oklahoma
house, left Sunday morning for the men of Roswell have very fair posi
tions.
North.

Dr. J. O. Hamilton and wife came
down from Urton Saturday night to
3pend a week with friends. They are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. Wright of
North Main.

10c.

turned Saturday evening from a six
weeks' trip to the East. He bought a
fine lot of spring and summer goods
and secured many bargains t3at will
be offered during the coming months.

Miss Agnes Ruppe, who lias been

It's the Identification Mark of Cigar Quality
Do you realize that you have
always bought cigars without any
reliable guide as to quality, value
or condition? The question is:
How can you know you are getting
the best cigar for your money ?
"
You can be sure before you buy.
Wherever you buy, whatever
price you pay, whatever your
taste, you will find the best cigar
for your money in boxes bearing

no matter what the brand name.
This "A" (Triangle A) mark
identifies the product of recently
perfected processes of fermenting
and blending extensively applied
on scientific principles in the
American Cigar Company's immense
d
exclusive methods beyond
the knowledge or facilities of ordispecially-constructe-

stem-meri- es

nary manufacturers.

the "Triangle A" mark of merit

CMO

The New

Every box is now
in glassine paper, sealed at each
end with the "Triangle A" in red." The cigars are kept clean, fresh
and in perfect smoking condition until the box is opened.
extra-wrapp-

ed

AMERICAN CIGAR COMPANY

Merityr

Manufacturer
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For the woman who appreciates elegance

and beauty, cultivates gTace, cnensnes neaitn,
understands comfort, and seeks contentment.

MRS. H P. BLACK, Agent.
210

West Walnut

ig

Mark

